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The Challenges with Causation in Canada
• cases are complex
• doctrine is difficult to work with
• concepts tricky to apply in practice
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Outline
1. Where causation fits in negligence law;
2. Causation tests;
3. Causal inferences and evidence of
causation;
4. Current doctrinal confusion;
5. Possible solutions.
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Elements of a Negligence Action
1. Duty of Care
2. Standard of Care
3. Causation (cause-in-fact)
4. Remoteness (proximate/legal cause, foreseeability)
5. Damages
-------------------Defences? (i.e. contributory negligence, joint and
several liability)
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Jobs of the Elements
A. Causation
– responsibility for some harm (connect fault to harm)
B. Remoteness
– responsibility to pay for some specific harm (limits of “how much”)
– thin skulls
– divisible or indivisible injuries
– intervening acts
C. Damages and cost-sharing payment issues
– responsibility to share payment of damages (“who pays for what?”)
– joint and several liability
– crumbling skulls
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What Causation Asks
• key question:
–was the defendant’s breach of the standard of care
a cause of some harm?
• the job: tie fault to harm (Athey v Leonati)
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The Doctrinal Test(s) for Causation
A. “But for” test (Clements v Clements):
• counterfactual hypothetical
• “but for” the defendant’s breach of the standard of care, would the plaintiff have suffered some
harm?
B. Material Contribution to Risk:
• rare policy exception (never applied):
– multiple tortfeasors
– “but for” impossibility
– identity crisis amongst tortfeasors
– which one of two or more is a cause?
– causation amongst group as a whole but cannot get individual causation
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Causation, Delay, and Lost Chances
Delay: the delay must cause some harm (Cottrelle)
• must prove unfavourable outcome would have been avoided with prompt diagnosis and
treatment
• challenges:
– counterfactual double-negatives
– interdependent team-based negligence
– plaintiff already in a jam
Loss of chance: no tort action for what ‘might have been’ if injury or death has already occurred
(Lafferière)
• no “torts by statistics” (compensate plaintiff for the 30% chance she might have not gotten
sick, if she actually did get sick in reality)
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Causal Inferences, Causal Draws and Evidence
Causal inference: (Snell v Farrell/Benhaim)
• causal draw: neither side has enough evidence to prove
cause
• “very little affirmative evidence” to justify inference
• take a “robust and pragmatic approach to the facts”
• not overly rigid/overly scientific
• use “common sense”
Issues:
• most evidence comes from experts
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Challenges with Causation
• “but for” test hard to word in many situations:
–multiple team-based dependent negligence (med mal)
–time element cases (i.e. delay)
–omission cases (i.e. failure to act)
–how do you use word “contribution?”
• material contribution test never seems to apply;
Result: unfortunate hyper-focus on the specific wording of the
causation question.
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Example
• Cardiologist Dr. Wrong did not diagnose Ruby’s viral heart condition
in time to give her life-saving medication. Ruby died. There was
evidence that a reasonable cardiologist should have diagnosed
Ruby’s condition sooner than Dr. Wrong did.
• Which test for causation? How to formulate?
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Example cont’d…2
• Cardiologist Dr. Wrong did not diagnose Ruby’s viral heart condition in time to give her life-saving medication.
Ruby died. There was evidence that a reasonable cardiologist should have diagnosed Ruby’s condition sooner than
Dr. Wrong did.
• Which test for causation? How to formulate?

• What we want to know (in plain language):
– Did Dr. Wrong’s failure to diagnose Ruby in time cause Ruby some harm? OR
– If Dr. Wrong diagnosed Ruby’s condition in time, would she have received
medication that would have saved her life? OR
– If Dr. Wrong diagnosed Ruby’s condition in time, would she still have suffered some
injury? OR
– Without Dr. Wrong’s involvement, would Ruby be okay?
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Example cont’d… 3
• Cardiologist Dr. Wrong did not diagnose Ruby’s viral heart condition in time to give her life-saving medication. Ruby died. There was evidence that a
reasonable cardiologist should have diagnosed Ruby’s condition sooner than Dr. Wrong did.
• Which test for causation? How to formulate?
• What we want to know (in plain language):
– Did Dr. Wrong’s failure to diagnose Ruby in time cause Ruby some harm? OR
– If Dr. Wrong diagnosed Ruby’s condition in time, would she have received medication that would have saved her life?OR
– If Dr. Wrong diagnosed Ruby’s condition in time, would she still have suffered some injury?

• Transfer to legal language:
– But for Dr. Wrong’s failure to diagnose Ruby in time, would she have died? (tricky to word because
‘the harm’ is ‘death’ and there is a failure to act)
– but is it getting at the same point: did Dr. Wrong’s breach hurt Ruby?
– or is it making us get confused about what other things might have played out with Ruby – other than
Dr. Wrong’s breach?
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Example cont’d …4
• Cardiologist Dr. Wrong did not diagnose Ruby’s viral heart condition in time to give her lifesaving medication. Ruby died. There was evidence that a reasonable cardiologist should have
diagnosed Ruby’s condition sooner than Dr. Wrong did.
• Which test for causation? How to formulate?
– But what about whether or not she would have received medication in time?
– how do we address impact of that?
– answer: evidence (if Dr. Wrong got the diagnosis right and in time, need evidence that Ruby
more likely than not would have received medication in time to save her life and change the
outcome)
– causation question must link defendant’s fault to plaintiff’s harm
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Ontario Causation Confusion
• Surujdeo v Malady (2017)(ONCA):
–jury instructions should have used “but for” language
• Sacks v Ross (2017)(ONCA):
–has breach “caused or contributed” to plaintiff’s injuries?
–“but for” implicit in first threshold question: “did delay
cause harm?”
• Donleavy v Ultramar (2019)(ONCA):
–“but for” test applies to multiple tortfeasor cases
–material contribution test = contribution to risk, not damage
–re-affirms Clements MCR “identity crisis” requirement
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Possible Solutions: Focus on Evidence
• return to Snell first principles:
–“evidence wins cases”
–use causal inferences and Snell principles
–ensure experts answer the causation question:
• is the defendant’s breach of the standard of care a cause of some
harm?
• focus less on the tests, more on the evidence
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Possible Solutions: Multi-Defendant or Delay
Multi-defendant cases:
1. ask global question first:
• “but for” the team’s negligence, would plaintiff have suffered some injury?
2. then “chunk out” each defendant’s breach in each event in chain of events:
– has that breach “caused or contributed” to plaintiff’s injuries?
Delay cases:
• for delay cases (two step question) (Sacks):
1. did the delay cause the plaintif’s injuries?
2. did the delay resulting from this defendant’s breach cause or contribute to the plaintiff’s
injuries?
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The Main Cases: Supreme Court of Canada
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cook v Lewis (1951)
Snell v Farrell (1990)
Athey v Leonati (1996)
Walker v York-Finch General Hospital (2001)
Blackwater v Plint (2005)
Resurfice v Hanke (2007)
Clements v Clements (2012)
Ediger v Johnston (2013)
Benhaim v St-Germain (2016)
Armstrong v Ward (2021)(ONCA dissent upheld)
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Questions?
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